
Unlock the Power of AI-Assisted Development  
with Arctiq Services
As a leading GitHub Premier Service Delivery Partner, Arctiq offers unparalleled expertise in empowering organizations 
to leverage the full potential of GitHub. We specialize in seamless integrations and go beyond deployment with a 
comprehensive suite of services designed to maximize the value of GitHub Copilot for your development teams.

Overcome Adoption 
Challenges
While GitHub Copilot offers tremendous benefits, 
organizations face hurdles when integrating it into  
their development practices, including:

Needs Assessment & Readiness Evaluation 

Understanding your current environment and team 
preparedness for smooth adoption.

Change Management & User Acceptance 

Facilitating a smooth transition and fostering positive 
attitudes towards Copilot among developers.

Skill Development & Training 

Equipping your teams with the knowledge and skills to 
use Copilot effectively.

Data-Driven Optimization & Continuous 
Improvement 

Measuring Copilot’s impact and continuously refining 
its integration for maximum value.

Why GitHub Copilot?
GitHub Copilot is an innovative AI-powered tool 
that suggests code completions and functions 
as you type. This cutting-edge technology can 
significantly boost developer productivity by:

• Reducing boilerplate code and repetitive tasks

• Providing context-aware suggestions that 
streamline coding workflows

• Helping developers explore new coding possibilities 
and enhance their skills
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Tailored Adoption 
Strategy

We conduct a thorough 
assessment of your needs, 
including a “developer voice” 
initiative, to create a customized 
adoption plan aligned with your  
specific environment and 
developer preferences. 

Arctiq Adoption Services for GitHub Copilot
Arctiq’s comprehensive services empower you to overcome adoption challenges and maximize the value of 
GitHub Copilot within your organization.

Change Management  
& Peer Learning

We facilitate peer learning 
sessions and knowledge-sharing 
initiatives to foster a collaborative 
environment and empower 
developers to solve problems 
together.

 

Data-Driven Insights & 
Continuous Improvement

We help you establish key 
performance indicators (KPIs), 
implement data gathering tools, 
and provide actionable insights to 
continuously refine your Copilot 
integration and maximize its 
long-term value. 

 

Skill Development  
& Training

We provide interactive 
workshops covering core 
Copilot functionalities, best 
practices for code maintenance, 
understanding suggestion types, 
and effective prompt crafting. 

Continuous Learning 
Portal

We establish a dedicated 
resource portal offering ongoing 
educational resources, updates, 
and tutorials for developers to 
master Copilot. 

 

Expert Coaching on Git-Based 
Tooling and Processes 

Arctiq helps teams adopt Git-based tools and processes 
and provides guidance on shifting to a culture-centric 
approach to coding.

Quality and Speed

Our flexible team encourages speaking a common language 
and writing higher-quality code faster. We also facilitate a 
more collaborative and open team dynamic.  

Enhanced Code Sharing and Collaboration 

Arctiq coaches developers and SysAdmins to embrace 
an open and social coding environment and promotes 
the sharing and re-use of approved code securely within 
enterprise settings.

Innovation and Growth
We drive innovation and growth for applications and the 
business as a whole and utilize GitHub’s social platform to 
enhance internal code sharing opportunities.

Certified Expertise
Arctiq’s status as a Certified GitHub Partner signifies 
adherence to GitHub’s high standards. We have proven 
success in delivering GitHub solutions and services, 
ensuring reliable and effective support. 
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Book a Consultation

The Arctiq 
Advantage

Contact us to learn how to boost your team’s productivity and code quality  
with GitHub Copilot.
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https://arctiq.com/book-a-consult

